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The Devil's Teardrop Mar 28 2022 DEAVER. DANGEROUSLY GOOD. 9am, 31st December. A man
gets onto the packed escalator of a metro station and fires a silenced machine gun through a paper
bag. He escapes without being spotted in the chaos that follows. A note is delivered to the mayor of
Washington, D.C., demanding $20 million, or the writer will instruct the gunman to strike again, at 4
pm, 8 pm and midnight. The mayor decides to pay up. But then a man is killed in a hit and run
accident - and his fingerprints match the ones on the note. With the brains behind the operation
dead, there's no way of stopping the gunman killing again, and again, and again... The only evidence
the FBI have is the note. And Parker Kincaid, forensic document expert, is the only man who can
stop the killer. But he's running out of time... 'Deaver is a terrific storyteller, and he takes the reader
on a rollercoaster of suspense, violence and mystery' Daily Telegraph
The Burial Hour Jul 20 2021 From the Sunday Times bestselling author of The Goodbye Man,
discover Jeffery Deaver's gripping series featuring much-loved protagonists Lincoln Rhyme and
Amelia Sachs. 'If you want thrills, Deaver is your man' Guardian When a man is snatched from a New
York street in broad daylight, the only clue is a miniature noose left on the pavement. By the time
criminal forensic scientist Lincoln Rhyme is involved, a video of the missing man is already online,
his dying breaths set to a grisly music by someone calling himself The Composer. Rhyme and fellow
investigator Amelia Sachs must follow The Composer across the globe as he continues his horrifying
creation, kidnapping further victims to add their last breaths to his piece. But with Rhyme and Sachs
in a whole new world with its own rules, how can they possibly guess what danger they're in when
the music finally stops? 'One of the most consistent writers of clever, entertaining and often thoughtprovoking thrillers in the world' Simon Kernick 'Deaver is a master of plot twists, and they are
abundant in this story...essential for fans of the franchise' Daily Mail
The Broken Window Feb 12 2021 From the bestselling Sunday Times author of The Goodbye Man,
discover Jeffery Deaver's chilling series that inspired the film starring Angelina Jolie and Denzel
Washington, and is now a major NBC TV series. Companies know everything about you. So does he.
He knows you, better than you even know yourself. And he is using his knowledge to plan your
death. But you are not his only victim. He is also watching your killer. He is about to get away with
the perfect murder . . . Rhyme's cousin has been arrested for murder - and while the evidence
clearly shows he did it, Rhyme agrees to check things out. All too soon the entire case is turned on
its head when it turns out that his cousin, along with others, is being cleverly framed by a killer who
knows far too much about his victims . . . 'Another corker . . . precision-engineered to keep the
reader turning the pages without a hitch' Evening Standard
The Empty Chair Nov 04 2022
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The Skin Collector Oct 23 2021 From the Sunday Times bestselling author of The Goodbye Man,
discover Jeffery Deaver's chilling series featuring much-loved protagonists Lincoln Rhyme and
Amelia Sachs. They have never seen a murder like it - but something about this killer is all too
familiar . . . A new type of serial killer is stalking the streets of New York - one more devious and
disturbing than ever before. A talented tattoo artist is using poison instead of ink. His victim is a
young woman. And on her skin he's left a message: 'the second'. Processing the scene, NYPD
detective Lincoln Rhyme and his associate Amelia Sachs find just one trace of evidence. A scrap of
paper that connects this case with one they will never forget: the killer they called The Bone
Collector . . . 'Outstanding . . . Deaver proves himself a grandmaster of the genre as each surprise
leads to an even bigger surprise, like a series of reverse Russian nesting dolls' Starred Review,
Publisher's Weekly
The Blackwell Companion to the Qur'an Oct 30 2019 The Blackwell Companion to the Qur’an is
areader’s guide, a true companion for anyone who wishes toread and understand the Qur’an as a
text and as a vital pieceof Muslim life. Comprises over 30 original essays by leading scholars
Provides exceptionally broad coverage - considering thestructure, content and rhetoric of the
Qur’an; how Muslimshave interpreted the text and how they interact with it; and theQur’an’s place
in Islam Features notes, an extensive bibliography, indexes of names,Qur’an citations, topics, and
technical terms
Shallow Graves Jun 26 2019 Location scouting is to the film business what Switzerland is to war.
John Pellam had been in the trenches of filmmaking, with a promising Hollywood career - until
tragedy sidetracked him. Now he's a location scout, travelling the country in search of shooting sites
for films. When he rides down Main Street, locals usually clamour for their chance at fifteen minutes
of fame. But in a small town in upstate New York, Pellam experiences a very different reception. His
illusionary world is shattered by a savage murder, and Pellam is suddenly centre stage in an
unfolding drama of violence, lust and conspiracy in this less-than-picture-perfect locale.
The Broken Window Sep 02 2022 Chasing down a vicious serial killer who complicates his crimes by
leaving behind iron-clan evidence implicating innocent people, Lincoln Rhyme and Amelia Sachs
reluctantly team up for the investigation only to find themselves rendered the killer's next targets.
By the author of The Cold Moon. 300,000 first printing.
The Steel Kiss Dec 01 2019 From the Sunday Times bestselling author of The Goodbye Man,
discover Jeffery Deaver's gripping series that inspired the film starring Angelina Jolie and Denzel
Washington, and is now a major NBC TV series. How do you catch a killer who can reach you
anywhere - without going near you? Detective Amelia Sachs is in pursuit when she hears the scream.
Stopping to help a man trapped in a horrific accident, Sachs has to let a suspected murderer get
away. But was it really coincidence? Did the killer make it happen? Sachs and Lincoln Rhyme are
facing a new kind of opponent: Someone who can kill by remote control. Someone watching every
move they make . . . 'A tightly plotted masterpiece' Sun 'Flawlessly constructed and paced' The
Sunday Times 'The king of suspense is back and he's done it again' Glasgow Herald
XO Jul 28 2019 International #1 bestseller Jeffery Deaver delivers a sensational thriller in which a
beautiful young country-pop singer is stalked by an obsessive fan who thinks her big hit song was
written just for him. Features Deaver's popular character California Bureau of Investigation agent
Kathryn Dance. Kayleigh Towne’s music career is just reaching new heights with her huge hit single
“Your Shadow”—but increased fame is also bringing unwanted attention. An innocent exchange with
one of her fans, signed with an “XO,” leads Kayleigh into the dangerous and terrifying realm of
obsession. Edwin Sharp thinks Kayleigh’s songs contain messages that speak directly to him. Despite
her clear rejection and threats from lawyers and law enforcers, he remains convinced that “Your
Shadow” was written just for him, and he announces he’s coming for Kayleigh. Then a potentially
fatal accident occurs at the concert hall where Kayleigh is rehearsing for a triumphant hometown
performance, and she is convinced that someone—maybe Edwin—was there watching her from the
darkness. Speeding along over just three short days, this nail-biting thriller is filled with terrifying
twists that will hold readers in rapt suspense until the final shocking revelation.
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Seizure Mar 16 2021 Long recognized as the master of medical thrillers, in Seizure Robin Cook once
again combines a fascinating scenario with cutting-edge suspense and the bold strokes of everyday
reality. A seizure has to be one of the most frightening conditions known to the medical profession,
and ever since publication of Coma, Dr Cook has been scaring us with his visionary insight into the
most alarming possibilities of his own profession.
Publishers' Circular and General Record of British and Foreign Literature, and Booksellers' Record
Feb 01 2020
Poetry Nov 11 2020 "Drawing on examples ranging from Chaucer to children's rhymes, Cole Porter
to Carol Ann Duffy, and from around the English-speaking world, it looks at aspects including : how
technical aspects such as rhythm and measures work; how different tones of voice affect a poem;
how poetic language relates to everyday language; how different types of poetry work, from sonnets
to free verse; and how the form and 'space' of a poem contribute to its meaning." "Poetry: The Basics
is an invaluable and easy-to-read guide for anyone wanting to get to grips with reading and writing
poetry."--Jacket.
Whitaker's Cumulative Book List Aug 28 2019
The Cold Moon Dec 25 2021 On a frigid December night, an eerie pattern emerges from two equally
brutal murder scenes, where a killer's calling card is a moon-faced clock that seemingly ticked away
the victims' last moments. From his wheelchair, criminologist Lincoln Rhyme tracks the
Watchmaker, a time-obsessed genius. With every passing second, the Watchmaker is moving with
razor-sharp precision to his next act of perfectly orchestrated violence -- and Rhyme can't afford to
have his trusted partner, Amelia Sachs, distracted by a daunting homicide case of her own. Up
against a brilliant madman, Rhyme and Sachs are locked in a blood-chilling race with their deadliest
enemy: time itself....
Trouble in Mind Apr 04 2020 Fiendish suspense. Shocking twists. Twelve diabolical tales. New
York Times bestselling author and highly acclaimed storyteller Jeffery Deaver-the undisputed "grand
master of the plot twist" (Booklist)-returns with a dazzling new collection of short stories. In these
twelve electrifying tales (including six written just for this anthology) Deaver proves once again his
genius for the unexpected-in his world, appearances are always deceiving. A devoted housekeeper
embarks on a quest to find the truth behind her employer's murder. A washed-up Hollywood actor
gets one last, high-stakes chance to revive his career. A man makes an impulsive visit to his
hometown, and learns more about his past than he bargained for. Two Olympic track hopefuls
receive terrorist threats. And Deaver's beloved series characters Lincoln Rhyme, Kathryn Dance, and
John Pellam return in stories now in print for the first time.
Rhymes With Prey Jan 26 2022 In this original short story from the New York Times bestselling
thriller anthology FaceOff, bestselling authors Jeffery Deaver and John Sandford - along with their
popular series characters Lincoln Rhyme and Lucas Davenport - team up for the first time ever. The
last time Lucas Davenport travelled from his home in Minnesota to New York City, it was to help his
friend, NYPD detective Lily Rothenburg, catch a serial killer who was terrorising the streets of
Manhattan. So it's no surprise that Lily would ask him back to consult on another difficult case - this
time, one she can't entrust to her fellow NYC cops. Teaming up with New York's finest forensic
mind, the irascible and brilliant Lincoln Rhyme, and Lincoln's partner Amelia Sachs, they set out to
investigate the deaths of four young women, all illegal Mexicans, all of whom seem to be connected
to the drug trade. The problem is: the killings may not be cartel hits-they may be carried out by
corrupt cops. Or, as the veteran investigators will soon discover, they could be dealing with a very
different kind of killer-and to draw him out, Lily and Amelia will have to pose as bait. For more
exciting short story pairings, don't miss all eleven short stories in Face Off!
The Coffin Dancer May 30 2022 Now a major television series starring Russel Hornsby, Arielle
Kebbel, and Michael Imperioli, “Lincoln Rhyme is more relentless than ever” (People) and Jeffery
Deaver delivers “supercharged tension” (USA TODAY) in this New York Times bestselling suspense
masterwork. NYPD criminalist Lincoln Rhyme joins his brilliant protégé Amelia Sachs, in the hunt
for the Coffin Dancer—an ingenious killer who changes his appearance even faster than he adds to
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his trail of victims. They have only one clue: the madman has a tattoo of the Grim Reaper waltzing
with a woman in the front of a coffin. Rhyme must rely on his wits and intuition to track the elusive
murderer through New York City—knowing they have only forty-eight hours before the Coffin
Dancer strikes again. Coffin Dancer is a “heart-stopping” (Booklist) thriller from #1 international
bestselling author Jeffery Deaver’s “simply outstanding” (San Jose Mercury News) Lincoln Rhyme
series.
The Midnight Lock Oct 11 2020 The "master of ticking-bomb suspense" Jeffery Deaver brings us the
latest thriller featuring his most beloved protagonists. Lincoln Rhyme and Amelia Sachs are back –
on the hunt for a criminal terrorising New York City
A Perfect Plan Apr 16 2021
The Deliveryman Nov 23 2021 Eduardo Rinaldo was a deliveryman - though some of his cargo was
less than legit. When he's found murdered, Lincoln Rhyme and Amelia Sachs take the case; but soon
their focus moves from catching a killer to hunting down the last delivery he made. Somewhere in
New York City, some very dangerous goods are missing... and Rhyme and Sachs are not the only
people on the trail. A slice of devious Deaver brilliance, THE DELIVERYMAN also includes a sneak
peek of the forthcoming twelfth Lincoln Rhyme novel, THE STEEL KISS.
The Final Twist (Colter Shaw Thriller, Book 3) Sep 21 2021 The gripping new thriller from the
No.1 Sunday Times bestseller Jeffery Deaver
Chronicle of the Horse Sep 29 2019
Der Insektensammler Oct 03 2022 Im Paquenoke-Sumpf in North Carolina wurde ein junges
Mädchen entführt. Der Tat verdächtigt wird der "Insektensammler", der 16-jährige Garrett Hanlon –
ein sonderbarer Einzelgänger, der sich wie besessen mit Ungeziefer beschäftigt. Davon ahnen
Lincoln Rhyme, der geniale Ermittler aus New York, und seine Assistentin Amelia Sachs jedoch noch
nichts, als sie in der Gegend eintreffen. Rhyme, seit einem Dienstunfall fast vollständig gelähmt, soll
sich in einer Spezialklinik vor Ort einer riskanten Operation unterziehen. Als der Sheriff von
Tanner's Corner von Rhymes Anwesenheit erfährt, bezieht er ihn sofort in den Entführungsfall mit
ein. Rhymes analytischer Verstand, seine akribische Spurensuche und seine legendären Erfolge bei
der Festsetzung von Gewaltverbrechern sollen helfen, das Schlimmste zu verhindern. Tatsächlich
gelingt es Rhyme schon nach kurzer Zeit, den Jungen in den undurchdringlichen Sümpfen
aufzustöbern, ihn in die Enge zu treiben und schließlich zu verhaften. Doch über den Aufenthaltsort
seiner Geisel schweigt sich Garrett beharrlich aus. Dann geschieht das Unfassbare: Amelia wechselt
die Fronten, schlägt sich auf die Seite des Jungen und flieht mit ihm zurück in die Sümpfe. Und
Lincoln Rhyme sieht sich auf einmal dem intelligentesten Gegner gegenüber, mit dem er je
konfrontiert war ...
The Cutting Edge Jun 18 2021 Number one bestselling author and ultimate thriller writer Jeffery
Deaver returns with a new Lincoln Rhyme investigation. Rhyme and Amelia Sachs' latest case:
catching a terrifying killer targeting couples... The happiest time of their lives - will be their last.
William and Anna went to collect her engagement ring. 1.5 carat, almost flawless. But the Promisor
had other ideas for their future... Their murder - and that of the diamond cutter they were visiting is only the first of a series of macabre attacks. Someone is targeting couples just as they start their
lives together. Lincoln Rhyme and Amelia Sachs, newly married themselves, are on the hunt. But the
killer is hunting down any witnesses who can help them. He has promised one thing: to destroy.
Rhyme and Sachs will have to use all their own skills and determination to break his vow. 'It is really
top-drawer writing' SHOTS
The Burning Wire Apr 28 2022 SOON TO BE A MAJOR TELEVISION EVENT FROM NBC,
STARRING RUSSELL HORNSBY, ARIELLE KEBBEL, AND MICHAEL IMPERIOLI. From New York
Times bestselling author Jeffery Deaver—Lincoln Rhyme is back, and on the trail of a killer whose
weapon of choice cripples New York City with fear. The weapon is invisible and omnipresent.
Without it, modern society grinds to a halt. It is electricity. The killer harnesses and steers huge arc
flashes with voltage so high and heat so searing that steel melts and his victims are set afire. When
the first explosion occurs in broad daylight, reducing a city bus to a pile of molten metal, officials
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fear terrorism. Rhyme, a world-class forensic criminologist known for his successful apprehension of
the most devious criminals, is immediately tapped for the investigation. Long a quadriplegic, he
assembles NYPD detective Amelia Sachs and officer Ron Pulaski as his eyes, ears and legs on crime
sites, and FBI agent Fred Dellray as his undercover man on the street. As the attacks continue
across the city at a sickening pace, and terrifying demand letters begin appearing, the team works
desperately against time and with maddeningly little forensic evidence to try to find the killer. Or is
it killers…? Meanwhile, Rhyme is consulting on another high-profile investigation in Mexico with a
most coveted quarry in his crosshairs: the hired killer known as the Watchmaker, one of the few
criminals to have eluded Rhyme’s net. Juggling two massive investigations against a cruel ticking
clock takes a toll on Rhyme’s health. Soon Rhyme is fighting on yet another front—and his
determination to work despite his physical limitations threatens to drive away his closest allies when
he needs them most…
The Goodbye Man (Colter Shaw Thriller, Book 2) May 06 2020 The gripping top ten Sunday
Times bestselling thriller from Jeffery Deaver – featuring enigmatic investigator Colter Shaw
The Twelfth Card Dec 13 2020 From the Sunday Times bestselling author of The Goodbye Man,
discover Jeffery Deaver's chilling series featuring much-loved protagonists Lincoln Rhyme and
Amelia Sachs. How can Lincoln Rhyme catch a killer who leaves no trace? Sixteen-year-old Geneva
Settle is running from death. She may only be a bright high school student researching a paper on
one of her ancestors, but someone sees her as a threat. Someone who will stop at nothing to prevent
her from digging up the past. Someone on a mission to kill. Lincoln Rhyme and his partner Amelia
Sachs are called to the case. They may have tracked down some of the world's most brilliant
criminals, but this particular hunt is posing more questions than answers. Where will their prey
strike next? What is the historic secret he's so desperate to protect? And how can anyone catch a
killer who leaves no trace? To find the answers, Sachs is going to have to search a crime scene that's
over 140 years old and attempt to uncover a secret that that may strike at the very heart of the
United States constitution . . . 'The pace is terrific, the suspense inexorable, and there is an excellent
climax . . . If you want thrills, Deaver is your man' Guardian
XO Jan 14 2021 The third Kathryn Dance novel from Number One bestseller Jeffery Deaver.
Kayleigh Towne is a beautiful and successful singer-songwriter, and Edwin Sharp is her biggest fan.
When she replies to one of his fan letters with 'XO', Edwin is convinced she loves him, and that her
latest hit song 'Your Shadow' was written for him. Nothing Kayleigh or her lawyers can say
persuades him otherwise. Then the singer gets an anonymous phone call; it's the first verse of 'Your
Shadow' playing. Soon after, one of the crew is horribly murdered. Kayleigh's friend Kathryn Dance,
a special agent with the California Bureau of Investigation, knows that stalking crimes are not oneoff occurrences, and, sure enough, more verses of the song are played as warnings of death to
follow. With a little help from forensic criminalist Lincolyn Rhyme, Dance must use her kinesic and
investigative skills in an attempt to find the killer before more people die. Deaver has written the
actual song, 'Your Shadow'. Readers will be able to download it from www.jefferydeaver.com.
The Stone Monkey Aug 01 2022 The page-turning New York Times bestseller from Jeffery Deaver's
“simply outstanding” (San Jose Mercury News) Lincoln Rhyme series! The FBI has recruited
forensics expert Lincoln Rhyme and his protégée, Amelia Sachs, to capture “the Ghost,” a homicidal
immigrant smuggler. But when they corner him aboard a cargo ship, the bust goes disastrously
wrong and the Ghost escapes. Now the killer must eliminate two families who witnessed his flight
before they jumped ship and vanished. . . . Searching New York City's Chinatown, can Rhyme and
Sachs find the Ghost's targets before he does?
The Vanished Man Aug 21 2021 Hunting down a killer and master illusionist whose first of several
brutal murders took place at a prestigious New York music school, investigator Lincoln Rhyme and
his protTgTe, Amelia Sachs, work together to prevent a terrifying act of vengeance.
Garden of Beasts Jun 06 2020 In his most provocative "New York Times" bestseller yet, Deaver
introduces a German-American hit man who goes deep undercover at the 1936 Olympic Games in
Berlin with orders to assassinate Hitler's right-hand man.
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The Sleeping Doll Aug 09 2020 A vicious killer escapes from a California super-prison and embarks
on a mysterious and deadly quest. It's up to Kathryn Dance and her CBI partners to track him down
before he can get to the lone survivor of the murders he had committed. Now in a tall Premium
Edition.
The Empty Chair Jun 30 2022 The third of the bestselling Lincoln Rhyme series sends the detective
deep into North Carolina on the trail of a desperate kidnapper... You've followed a killer into a
swamp Hopefully you'll find him before he gets to his next victims But you'd better watch out - The
Insect Boy doesn't need his own hands to kill... Sick of his debilitating injuries, Lincoln Rhyme has
travelled to a world-famous spinal cord injuries center in North Carolina for some risky,
experimental surgery. It may make him a tiny bit better; it may kill him. But before he has a chance
to undergo the operation, the local police department draft Rhyme and his partner Amelia into a
shocking new case. Using their forensic skills the pair desperately try to track down two women
kidnapped by a psychotic young man known locally as the Insect Boy. After a cat-and-mouse game
through the abandoned swamps of North Carolina, Lincoln and Amelia finally manage to find him except suddenly Amelia, convinced of his innocence, breaks the boy out of jail. And it's left to Lincoln
to find them both, while Amelia uses all the skills her mentor and lover has taught her to evade him.
But her actions are to have more disastrous consequences than either of them could anticipate ...
'The most creative, skilled and intriguing thriller writer in the world . . . [Deaver] has produced a
stunning series of bestsellers with unique characterisation, intelligent characters, beguiling plots
and double-barrelled and sometimes triple-barrelled solutions.' - Daily Telegraph
Canterbury Tales Jan 02 2020
More Twisted Sep 09 2020 Jeffery Deaver has famously thrilled and chilled fans with tales of
masterful villains and the brilliant minds who bring them to justice. Now the author of the Lincoln
Rhyme series (The Cold Moon and The Bone Collector) returns with a second volume of his awardwinning, spine-tingling short stories of suspense. While best known for his twenty-four novels,
Jeffery Deaver is also a short story master—he is a three-time recipient of the Ellery Queen Reader’s
Award for Best Short Story, and he won the Short Story Dagger from the Crime Writers Association
for a piece that appeared in his first short story collection, Twisted. The New York Times said of that
book: “A mystery hit for those who like their intrigue short and sweet…[The stories] feature tight,
bare-bones plotting and the sneaky tricks that Mr. Deaver’s title promises.” The sneaky tricks are
here in spades, and Deaver even gives his fans a new Lincoln Rhyme and Amelia Sachs story. Deaver
is back with sixteen stories in the tradition of O. Henry and Edgar Allan Poe. His subjects range from
a Westchester commuter to a brilliant Victorian England caper. With these intricately plotted, bonechilling stories, Jeffery Deaver is at the top of his crime-writing game.
The Kill Room Feb 24 2022 It was a "million-dollar bullet," a sniper shot delivered from over a mile
away. Its victim was no ordinary mark: he was a United States citizen, targeted by the United States
government, and assassinated in the Bahamas. The nation's most renowned investigator and
forensics expert, Lincoln Rhyme, is drafted to investigate. While his partner, Amelia Sachs, traces
the victim's steps in Manhattan, Rhyme leaves the city to pursue the sniper himself. As details of the
case start to emerge, the pair discovers that not all is what it seems. When a deadly, knife-wielding
assassin begins systematically eliminating all evidence--including the witnesses--Lincoln's
investigation turns into a chilling battle of wits against a cold-blooded killer.
Publishers' circular and booksellers' record Mar 04 2020
The Skin Collector May 18 2021 In his classic thriller The Bone Collector, Jeffery Deaver
introduced readers to Lincoln Rhyme-the nation's most renowned investigator and forensic
detective. Now, a new killer is on the loose: a criminal inspired by the Bone Collector. And Rhyme
must untangle the twisted web of clues before the killer targets more victims-or Rhyme himself. The
killer's methods are terrifying. He stalks the basements and underground passageways of New York
City. He tattoos his victims' flesh with cryptic messages, using a tattoo gun loaded with poison,
resulting in an agonizing, painful death. When a connection is made to the Bone Collector-the serial
killer who terrorized New York more than a decade ago-Lincoln Rhyme and Amelia Sachs are
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immediately drawn into the case. Rhyme, Sachs, and the NYPD must race against time to answer the
many questions the investigation uncovers: Whom will the killer attack next? What is the message
behind the victims' tattoos? Does the killer's own inking--a fanged centipede sporting a woman's
face--hold any significance? And what is his ultimate mission? As time runs out, Rhyme discovers
that the past has returned to haunt him in the most troubling way imaginable...
The Empty Chair Jul 08 2020 From the bestselling Sunday Times author of The Goodbye Man,
discover Jeffery Deaver's gripping series that is now a major NBC TV series. 'Deaver is a masterful
storyteller' Daily Express You've followed a killer into a swamp. Hopefully you'll find him before he
gets to his next victims. But you'd better watch out - the Insect Boy doesn't need his own hands to
kill . . . Sick of his debilitating injuries, Lincoln Rhyme has travelled to a world-famous spinal cord
injuries center in North Carolina for some risky, experimental surgery. It may make him a tiny bit
better; it may kill him. But before he has a chance to undergo the operation, the local police
department draft Rhyme and his partner Amelia into a shocking new case. Using their forensic skills
the pair desperately try to track down two women kidnapped by a psychotic young man known
locally as the Insect Boy. After a cat-and-mouse game through the abandoned swamps of North
Carolina, Lincoln and Amelia finally manage to find him - except suddenly Amelia, convinced of his
innocence, breaks the boy out of jail. And it's left to Lincoln to find them both, while Amelia uses all
the skills her mentor and lover has taught her to evade him. But her actions are to have more
disastrous consequences than either of them could anticipate . . . 'The most creative, skilled and
intriguing thriller writer in the world . . . [Deaver] has produced a stunning series of bestsellers with
unique characterisation, intelligent characters, beguiling plots and double-barrelled and sometimes
triple-barrelled solutions' Daily Telegraph
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